July 11, 2024

The Honorable Merrick Garland
Attorney General of the United States
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20530-00

The Honorable Miguel Cardona
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20202

RE: Renewed Request for Investigation of Law Enforcement and University Responses to Peaceful Campus Protests

Dear Attorney General Garland and Secretary Cardona:

On behalf of the undersigned civil and human rights organizations, we write\(^1\) to urge the Department of Justice (DOJ) to investigate the allegations of law enforcement abuses—in response to peaceful protests\(^2\) occurring in cities and on university campuses across the country—that may be in violation of federal laws. We likewise urge the Department of Education

\(^1\) This letter follows and expands on the Legal Defense Fund’s (LDF) letter of May 2, 2024, to include additional information and signatories.

\(^2\) Peaceful protests are nonviolent protests via expressive conduct, including peaceful acts of civil disobedience. LDF condemns violence of all kinds and supports constructive nonviolent solutions to public safety.
(ED) to take immediate action to address possible civil rights violations committed by university officials in connection with peaceful protests on campuses. Nonviolent protests are part of a longstanding tradition of activism in the United States to express concern and outrage for civil and human rights violations, press for policy change, and push officials, including government actors and university officials, to adhere to the ideals and principles of our multiracial democracy. Many current peaceful protesters, including students, faculty, and other stakeholders, are similarly exercising their constitutional rights by expressing their condemnation of the extreme and escalating violence in Gaza.

In recent months, thousands of campus and other protesters have been arrested and detained—sometimes with egregious use of force—by officers from university, state, and local police departments, some of whom university administrators have called to break up peaceful protests. A recent review found that 97 percent of on-campus protests in support of Gaza and the Palestinian people have been peaceful. This is consistent with the racial justice protests of 2020 of which researchers determined 93 percent were peaceful. Yet, law enforcement agencies have repeatedly deployed militarized force and tactics on campus and other protesters to disband pro-Palestinian protests, as they did in 2020 in response to racial justice protests. These actions require immediate investigation by DOJ and, as they pertain to educational institutions, by ED to ensure that the federal and constitutional rights of all protesters have been and remain protected. Additional researchers documented that 95 percent of 1,090 recent campus protests were peaceful. Yet, in 200 cases, law enforcement intervened when no violent or destructive activity by protesters was reported. In some cases, law enforcement responded with documented, egregious violence. In 24 incidents across 22 institutions, law enforcement agencies used “less lethal” weapons such as beanbag rounds, tear gas, and/or pepper spray, and in at least 11 incidents, they used batons. In at least one case in Los Angeles, law enforcement agencies failed to protect peaceful protesters from attempted or actualized harm by violent counter-protesters and operatives.

Individuals associated with white nationalist groups, including the “Proud Boys,” have sought to capitalize on the media attention surrounding these protests to foment hate, violence, and disruption, including characterizing pro-Palestinian students and faculty as un-American, and have attacked pro-Palestinian protesters. This conduct—and both the action and inaction by law enforcement—warrants immediate investigation by DOJ.
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While we recognize that municipalities, university officials, and law enforcement agencies are charged to protect both protesters and their larger respective communities and must carefully navigate these complexities, the civil and human rights of protesters, and the constitutional protections of freedom of expression and assembly, cannot be transgressed. The civil and human rights of all students on university campuses, including protesters, must be protected. Likewise, no student—regardless of their racial, ethnic, religious, or national identity—should be excluded, harassed, or intimidated to limit their access to educational opportunities or facilities. Universities are capable of balancing these interests without violating the civil and human rights of their students and faculty.

I. DOJ Should Scrutinize Law Enforcement Responses to Peaceful Campus and Other Protests, including in New York City, Austin, Atlanta, and Los Angeles Specifically, for Possible Federal Civil Rights Violations.

On April 18, 2024, Columbia University President Minouche Shafik called upon the New York City Police Department (NYPD) to remove campus protesters from a peaceful encampment. The officers who participated in this action included members of its notorious Strategic Response Group (SRG),\(^9\) which is already the subject of a settlement agreement with the New York Attorney General, the New York Civil Liberties Union, and the Legal Aid Society of New York for its abusive conduct during the racial justice protests in 2020.\(^11\) SRG officers have repeatedly used excessive force, arrests, and dangerous tactical strategies, such as kettling, against demonstrators as they exercise their First Amendment rights.\(^12\) Despite being under a court-ordered settlement agreement, NYPD and its SRG used militarized force at multiple university campuses in New York City.

NYPD officers arrested more than 100 people at Columbia on April 18 and 120 people at New York University (NYU) on April 22.\(^13\) During NYPD’s response at NYU, a legal observer and journalist reported being pepper-sprayed.\(^14\) On April 30, hundreds of NYPD officers in full riot gear arrested 282 people—173 at City College and 109 at Columbia.\(^15\) On May 1, NYPD officers dressed in riot gear arrested 15 peaceful protesters who had set up an encampment in Fordham

---

\(^9\) No students should be subjected to intimidation, discrimination, or harassment whether anti-Muslim, anti-Arab, antisemitic, or other forms of hate.
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University’s Lincoln Center.\textsuperscript{16} NYPD officers arrested 43 people at an encampment in the New School on May 3,\textsuperscript{17} and 50 protesters in an encampment at the Fashion Institute of Technology on May 8.\textsuperscript{18} This police escalation continued off campus over the weekend of May 19, where journalists filmed NYPD officers and supervisors punching protesters who were lying prone on the ground despite the presence of multiple officers to control them.\textsuperscript{19}

Universities across the country have followed Columbia’s example and turned to state and local law enforcement to force the removal of hundreds of students, faculty, and others engaged in peaceful, pro-Palestinian protests on campus grounds. At the University of Texas at Austin (UT Austin), for example, Governor Abbott responded to a request from the UT Austin President and militarized the campus by deploying Texas State Troopers from the State’s Department of Public Safety, alongside officers from the University of Texas Police Department and Austin Police Department, to respond to a peaceful, student-organized rally on April 24.\textsuperscript{20}

Outfitted in riot gear, officers arrived in vehicles, on motorcycles, on foot, and on horseback.\textsuperscript{21} Protest observers reported that officers quickly became aggressive towards campus protesters, pushing through the crowd and grabbing individuals to detain them.\textsuperscript{22} According to reports, the first person arrested at this protest actually attempted to facilitate the dispersal of others at the officers’ orders, when law enforcement officers pushed him into another officer, who subsequently arrested him.\textsuperscript{23} Law enforcement officers eventually arrested 57 campus protesters on misdemeanor criminal trespass charges, filling out probable cause affidavits for each individual arrested.\textsuperscript{24} Charges have been dropped in all cases based on deficiencies with those probable cause affidavits that were used to justify each arrest.\textsuperscript{25} In fact, a review of a handful of these affidavits revealed that officers appeared to have copied and pasted language from one
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affidavit to another. Among those arrested was a photojournalist, who was pushed into a peace officer while covering the event, but charged with criminal trespass and assault of a peace officer, a second degree felony. Those charges were dropped, only for the photojournalist to be charged with misdemeanor charges of “impeding a public officer” and assault the same day. Nearly a week after these events, law enforcement deployed pepper spray and flash bang explosives to disperse crowds on the UT Austin campus, and arrested another 79 protesters.

In Atlanta, Georgia State Troopers and Motor Carrier Officers responded to a request for assistance by the Emory Police Department and Atlanta Police Department (APD) to remove campus demonstrators from a peaceful protest at Emory University on April 25, 2024. Students reported witnessing Georgia State Troopers enclose on the encampment, deploying tear gas, rubber bullets, and pepper balls into the crowd and pinning and tackling protesters to the ground before restraining their hands behind their backs with zip ties or handcuffs. Notably, the use of tear gas is prohibited in warfare under multiple international agreements, yet remains unregulated for domestic use in the United States. Video footage shows two state troopers and an APD officer pinning a Black male protester to the ground, with one state trooper repeatedly tasing the protester while the APD officer turned him on his stomach to handcuff him behind his back. Even after this protester was partially handcuffed with wrists restrained, the state trooper continued to tase him.
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At the University of California Los Angeles' (UCLA) campus, the pro-Palestinian encampment was attacked by at least 100 outside agitators. The attackers sprayed protesters with chemical irritants, hit them with wooden boards, punched and kicked them, and shot fireworks into the crowd of students and supporters huddled behind umbrellas and wooden planks. One of these attackers sprayed a local journalist covering the event with pepper spray. One witness called 911 eleven times throughout the events. Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller, UCLA Hillel’s Director Emeritus, who saw these events take place live on the news, called 911 around midnight, concerned that someone would get killed. Throughout these events, the Los Angeles Police Department, the California Highway Patrol, and campus security did not stop the violence. Videos showed police assembling near the encampment, but holding back for an hour while the violence raged. This is in stark contrast to the following evening, when law enforcement returned in body armor to swiftly dismantle the camp and arrest over 200 protesters at the UCLA encampment, with at least one officer seen on video shooting rubber bullets into the crowd.

The examples cited above are by no means a complete accounting of inappropriate or potentially unlawful law enforcement conduct. Additional examples abound. For example, Muslim women have reported officers forcibly removing their hijabs during arrests in Arizona, Austin, Columbus, and Tennessee. In Missouri, an Arab-American professor from Southern Illinois University Edwardsville was arrested at Washington University in St. Louis,
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and hospitalized with broken ribs and a broken hand due to excessive force used by law enforcement during and following the arrest. At Yale University, four protesters were violently arrested and officers tackled at least one demonstrator and held that person by the neck during a rally. One of the arrested protesters, a student marshal trained to be a liaison between the demonstrators and police, was seen on camera calmly asking officers to allow the demonstrators to disperse before she too was grabbed and handcuffed. At Indiana University’s campus, law enforcement snipers were spotted on top of various campus buildings.

Even though 97 percent of pro-Palestinian protests have been peaceful, and even “in cases where student demonstrators have gathered unopposed, police have intervened against pro-Palestine demonstrations more than five-and-a-half times as often as pro-Israel demonstrations.” These data suggest that law enforcement agencies are exhibiting a pattern of targeting and responding more aggressively to peaceful pro-Palestinian protests. In addition, freedom of the press is one of the core foundations of the First Amendment, and journalists must be able to cover events without fear of retaliation by police. It is, therefore, imperative that the Department of Justice thoroughly and comprehensively review law enforcement conduct in response to peaceful campus and other protests nationwide to evaluate whether university officials and law enforcement agencies have been engaged in viewpoint or other unlawful discrimination in their responses to protests and to determine whether they have otherwise violated any federal laws.

II. DOJ Must Protect the Rights of Protesters from Unwarranted Surveillance.

Unwarranted surveillance of political activists has long been a concern, especially for certain racial or ethnic communities. Since September 11, 2001, for example, many Arab-American, South Asian, and Muslim communities have been subject to unwarranted surveillance and scrutiny from local and federal law enforcement. Police have paid community members to serve as informants and report on their neighbors. In addition, the U.S. Attorney General granted the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) increasingly broad discretion to gather intelligence on Arab-American and Muslim communities. Despite the decades that have passed, many of these guidelines still remain in place. More recently, the FBI and DOJ’s
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“China Initiative” led to surveillance and harassment of individuals of Chinese heritage. Allegedly focused on economic espionage, the initiative expanded into numerous baseless prosecutions against academics.58 Nearly 90 percent of defendants charged were of Chinese heritage.59 The federal government has applied many of the same tactics from the post-September 11 era to surveillance now.

Black communities have also been subject to unwarranted scrutiny and surveillance by federal authorities. Declassified reports from 2020 show that the FBI used their surveillance authority from Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act to investigate whether protesters involved in the racial justice protests following the murder of George Floyd had ties to terrorists, despite lacking “any specific potential connections to terrorist related activity.”60 The FBI even used one of its most advanced spy planes to monitor Black Lives Matter protests in D.C. in 2020 and Baltimore, Maryland in 2015.61

Civil rights groups have documented an increase in FBI investigations and questioning of pro-Palestinian activists and Palestinian, Arab, and Muslim-Americans,62 like other activists and members of the Arab and Muslim-American communities before them.63 Given the Department’s documented history of abusing its surveillance powers,64 and the resulting disproportionate harm on communities of color, DOJ must ensure and demonstrate to the public that students and other pro-Palestinian protesters are not being subjected to unwarranted surveillance for participating in peaceful protests or expressing their opinions on social media.

III. ED Should Evaluate Whether Universities’ Responses to Campus Protests Violated Their Civil Rights Obligations Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

ED’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) must investigate colleges and universities to determine whether their actions in response to campus protests violated their legal obligations under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Schools receiving federal financial assistance are
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legally obligated to protect all students from hostile environments and differential discriminatory treatment based on, among other protected categories, shared ancestry and ethnic characteristics. Schools violate their federal civil rights obligations when they are aware of the existence of a hostile environment based on a protected characteristic and subsequently fail to take adequate steps to redress the situation, or when they engage in differential and discriminatory treatment based on a protected characteristic.

OCR should investigate whether a university’s decision to call in law enforcement to respond to campus protests violates Title VI, including the possible creation of a hostile environment. Under Title VI, OCR interprets hostile environments to exist where there is “conduct (e.g., physical, verbal, graphic, or written) that is sufficiently severe, pervasive, or persistent so as to interfere with or limit the ability of an individual to participate in or benefit from the services, activities, or privileges provided by a school or college.” Reported accounts at Columbia, Emory, UT Austin, and UCLA raise concerns that university officials created hostile environments by inviting state and local law enforcement officers to break up peaceful campus protests. In response to these calls, local law enforcement officers and state troopers used militarized presence and tactics and deployed pepper spray, rubber bullets, and flash bang explosives on crowds of pro-Palestinian student protesters to dismantle peaceful demonstrations on campuses. Additionally, when pro-Palestinian student protesters were under violent attacks by counter-protesters at UCLA, law enforcement agencies did not interfere to stop the violence until over three and a half hours after the first 911 call was made. The disparate levels of urgency displayed by law enforcement at UCLA in response to dismantling peaceful pro-Palestinian campus protests as compared to its response to protecting the same group of students from counter-protester violence raises critical concerns about the nondiscriminatory protection of all students at UCLA guaranteed under Title VI.

Even without militarized tactics or excessive force, law enforcement brings a clear threat of arrest and criminalization that can significantly harm young people’s health and academic performance, severely impacting their ability to participate in school activities and creating a hostile environment under Title VI. Research demonstrates that both direct and indirect encounters with law enforcement worsens the mental and physical health of young people, particularly Black and Latinx young people. Direct and indirect encounters with law enforcement can also lead to lower test scores, higher rates of student absenteeism, and lower
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graduation rates.\textsuperscript{70} As the decisionmakers responsible for calling in law enforcement to break up campus protests, university officials are not only aware of, but indeed responsible for, creating situations of escalating violence and harm—both in the near and long-term—for students.

OCR recently opened an investigation of Emory University in response to a Title VI complaint alleging months of ignored reports of anti-Palestinian, anti-Muslim, and anti-Arab harassment and discrimination on campus. This complaint, however, predates the violence experienced by campus protesters on Emory’s campus at the hands of the Atlanta Police Department and Georgia State Troopers—both of which university officials enlisted on April 25, 2024, to forcibly disband the peaceful protests. OCR must investigate schools like Emory that chose to summon law enforcement agencies to forcibly disband peaceful protests on their campuses rather than engage with the protesters through alternative means. The sheer presence of law enforcement officers can create an increasingly hostile environment and escalate tensions far beyond what existed before their arrival.\textsuperscript{71} Accordingly, OCR should take proper steps to evaluate whether a university’s decision to call in law enforcement to respond to peaceful campus protests violated Title VI.

To be clear, turning to state and local law enforcement agencies for assistance was not the only action available to school administrators. The presidents of Rutgers University in New Jersey and Northwestern University in Illinois, among others, used successful, less hostile alternatives to law enforcement to manage campus protests. Administrators at both universities engaged in negotiations with campus protesters to discuss their demands and reached an agreement without force or escalating violence. These universities offer laudable examples of ways to navigate rising tensions while respecting the civil and human rights of all campus protesters and maintaining student safety.

ED must also investigate whether universities’ treatment of students of color in disciplinary actions in connection with campus protests violates Title VI based on differential treatment. Outside of the campus protest context, there have been wide disparities in student discipline based on race and national origin.\textsuperscript{72} Princeton University reportedly withheld degrees of two undergraduate seniors—both Black students—due to ongoing disciplinary investigations in connection with a pro-Palestinian demonstration at the university president’s annual reunion address the weekend before.\textsuperscript{73} Student journalists reviewed video footage and report that the two seniors did not participate in any of the allegedly disruptive actions observed that day, and
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even left early as the crowd of protesters began to chant, yet the university is withholding their
degrees pending further investigation. At least one other graduating senior among the
protesters actively participated in the demonstration but did not have their degree withheld.
ED should thoroughly track the category, duration, and severity of university-ordered
disciplinary sanctions on students involved with campus protests and evaluate whether students
experienced different treatment based on a protected identity.

Title VI complaints have already been filed based on claims of a hostile environment
and/or differential treatment, including complaints against Columbia University (hostile
environment and differential treatment), University of Massachusetts Amherst (hostile
environment), City University of New York School of Law (differential treatment), Emory
University (hostile environment), Rutgers University (hostile environment), and
Northwestern University (hostile environment). It is imperative that OCR investigate these
allegations of Title VI violations in an expedited fashion.

IV. Recommendations

Throughout history, acts of peaceful and nonviolent protest by concerned individuals
have been a critical tool to call attention to civil and human rights violations and to advance
racial and social justice. And, of course, any vision of racial or social justice cannot tolerate acts
of hate or bias, including those that are anti-Arab, anti-Muslim, and antisemitic.

Tragically, the demonstrations proliferating on campuses today have consistently been
met with racialized and excessive police violence, as have collective, organized advocacy for
racial and social justice issues throughout our history, including the Civil Rights Movement of
the 1960s. While police violence may have been the unfortunate response to past and present-
day peaceful protests, it should not be tolerated by this Administration. It is, therefore,
incumbent upon both DOJ and ED to take immediate action to hold individuals and law
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enforcement agencies accountable for any violation of protesters’ rights and ensure such violations do not recur.

Accordingly, we urge DOJ to take the following steps to prevent and respond to the increasingly abusive and militarized responses by law enforcement against peaceful campus protesters:

- Review the conduct of law enforcement agencies involved in responses to peaceful campus protests nationwide to determine whether to initiate a pattern or practice investigation under 34 U.S.C. § 12601.

- Immediately initiate investigations under 34 U.S.C. § 12601 of NYPD’s SRG unit, Georgia State Patrol, the Atlanta Police Department, Texas Highway Patrol (State Troopers), the University of Texas Police Department, California Highway Patrol, the UCLA Police Department, and the Los Angeles Police Department to determine whether each department’s conduct in their policing of peaceful campus protesters systematically violated federal law. These investigations should review whether the uses of force, including use of less-than-lethal weapons, crowd management tactics employed against protesters and bystanders, and arrests of protesters and bystanders, constitute a pattern or practice of unlawful conduct under the First, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and/or the Safe Streets Act of 1968.

- In the agreements that DOJ is negotiating with law enforcement in Louisville and Minneapolis to resolve the Department’s findings of systemic unlawful conduct under 34 U.S.C. § 12601, impose strict prohibitions on the use of tear gas and other similar weapons with indiscriminate impact when encountering peaceful protests.

- Offer Community Relations Services (CRS) to mediate tensions between campus protesters and school administrators to prevent future calls for law enforcement to respond to peaceful campus protests. Law enforcement involvement in protests may escalate a situation where de-escalation is needed, especially in peaceful protests involving issues of social and racial justice. A recent study found that law enforcement were eight times more likely to use projectiles and chemical weapons at racial justice protests than non-racial justice protests.82

- Strengthen agency standards to protect peaceful protesters from FBI surveillance and other privacy intrusions and publicly share the steps taken to prevent continuing unwarranted surveillance, particularly surveillance of protesters involved in racial justice and social justice issues.

- Investigate potential law enforcement violations of other applicable civil rights and federal statutes.

In addition to direct action from DOJ, we urge ED to take the following steps to safeguard students’ constitutional and civil rights and ensure federally-funded institutions’
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compliance with anti-discrimination laws, including Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which strictly prohibits discrimination based on race, color, or national origin in the use of federal funds:

- **Dedicate resources in ED’s Office for Civil Rights to investigate pending Title VI complaints alleging discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin against universities regarding peaceful protest activities on campuses.**

- **Issue guidance jointly with DOJ to university administrators outlining the importance of students’ civil rights on college and university campuses and how to avoid violations of those rights when students are engaged in protest activities, including any rights that are relevant during law enforcement encounters. This guidance should include a directive that students not be punished (e.g., suspended) for engaging in peaceful protests that would not constitute hate speech. An arrest for engaging in such peaceful protests should not be used to justify administrative punishment for students given the history of law enforcement abuses in response to this type of constitutionally protected activity.**

- **Issue a statement uplifting university leaders who have resolved campus protests through negotiations instead of the use of law enforcement—like Northwestern University⁸³ and Rutgers University⁸⁴—highlighting these examples of positive reactions to campus protests across the country.**

It is imperative that individuals engaged in peaceful campus protests continue to express their opinions on matters of utmost public importance. We thank you for your consideration of these urgent issues as many young people across the country participate in the type of peaceful civic engagement that is illustrative of a healthy and robust democracy. Please contact Puneet Cheema, Manager of LDF’s Justice in Public Safety Project, at pcheema@naacpldf.org if you have any questions regarding this matter.

Respectfully,

NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc.
Amnesty International USA
The Arab American Association of New York
Arab American Institute
Asian Americans Advancing Justice-AAJC
Asian American Legal Defense Fund & Education Fund
Bend the Arc: Jewish Action
CUNY Policing and Social Justice Project
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice (JFREJ)
LatinoJustice PRLDEF
NAACP
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National Action Network
The National Urban League
National Women’s Law Center
Public Science Project
Southern Center for Human Rights
Surveillance Technology Oversight Project
Vera Institute of Justice

Cc: Kristen Clarke, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice
    Catherine Lhamon, Assistant Secretary, Office for Civil Rights, Department of Education